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On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Alduomo Italian from Brighton and Hove. Currently, there
are 17 courses and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What Henry Wright likes about Alduomo Italian:
This is by far the best Italian resturant I have ever eaten at the food is fresh and all homemade even the pasta

and ice cream.. the flavours are incredible, I had been meaning to try this place for ages after hearing such good
things my only regret is not going sooner... I had calamari and THE KING PRAWNS pizza and chicken in

mushroom and brandy sauce the service to was exceptional!!!! This is a place to try the am... read more. As a
visitor, you can use the WiFi of the restaurant at no extra cost, Depending on the weather, you can also sit

outside and be served. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for clientele with
wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What Sabrina Robertson doesn't like about Alduomo Italian:

al duomo is an Italian restaurant located directly at the indian gate of brighton. do not miss it, it is in front of the
tourist office and the pavillon looks like a maharajas palast. the place has a heated terrace and an extension that

can only be used on sunny days. in the interior are two rooms. they offer a menu every day at midday, which
costs 7.95 it includes an appetizer of garlic mushrooms, garlic bread, supp... read more. For those who want to a

beer after work and hang out with friends, Alduomo Italian from Brighton and Hove is a good bar, and you will
find classic Italian cuisine with classics like pizza and pasta. Naturally, they also offer you with crisply crunchy

pizza, baked fresh in traditional style, Furthermore, the customers of the establishment enjoy the comprehensive
selection of the differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant has available.
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Seafoo�
CALAMARI

Desser�
TIRAMISU

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

DESSERT

VEGAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

TUNA STEAK

PASTA

PIZZA

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
PARMIGIANA

OLIVES

CHICKEN

PRAWNS

KING PRAWNS

CHOCOLATE
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